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If you are frustrated with politics as usual, then its time to
consider joining the Realacrats. Bryian Revoner, a former
rapper, songwriter, and producer, takes a blistering look at
the current political system and explains what needs to
change to bring social responsibility back to the forefront of
American and world politics. Revoner proposes a new
political party with a thorough and developed ideology,
explaining how his theories would make the world stronger
and better. Written in a tone that recalls the works of Richard
Wright, Malcolm X and Amiri Baraka, he establishes a
platform of ideas and suggestions that challenges everyone.
Join him as he takes a firm and unwavering stand against
genetic entitlement, shares strategies to overcome political
gridlock, challenges severely slanted religious views, and
proposes solutions to problems that harm everyone. Take on
a system that sustains bigotry, corruption, and the abuse of
power and join a growing movement. It's not too late to
overcome "The Fear of Being Challenged."
From "one of Iran's most important living fiction writers" (The
Guardian) comes a fantastically imaginative story of love and
war narrated by two angel scribes perched on the shoulders
of a shell-shocked Iranian soldier who's searching for the
mysterious woman haunting his dreams. Before he enlisted
as a soldier in the Iran-Iraq War and disappeared, Amir
Yamini was a carefree playboy whose only concerns were
seducing women and riling his religious family. Five years
later, his mother and sister Reyhaneh find him in a mental
hospital for shell-shocked soldiers, his left arm and most of
his memory lost. Amir is haunted by the vision of a mysterious
woman whose face he cannot see--the crescent moon on her
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forehead shines too brightly. He names her Moon Brow. Back
home in Tehran, the prodigal son is both hailed as a living
martyr to the cause of Ayatollah Khomeini's Revolution and
confined as a dangerous madman. His sense of humor, if not
his sanity, intact, Amir cajoles Reyhaneh into helping him
escape the garden walls to search for Moon Brow. Piecing
together the puzzle of his past, Amir decides there's only one
solution: he must return to the battlefield and find the remains
of his severed arm--and discover its secret. All the while, two
angels sit on our hero's shoulders and inscribe the story in
enthrallingly distinctive prose. Wildly inventive and radically
empathetic, steeped in Persian folklore and contemporary
Middle East history, Moon Brow is the great Iranian novelist
Shahriar Mandanipour's unforgettable epic of love, war,
morality, faith, and family.
Science now tells us we have three information centers that
we call "brains": the gut-brain, the heart-brain and the headbrain. But how do each of these brains work, and how might
they work together for better decision-making. Outlined in a
comprehensive model, author Susan K. Wehrley explains
how synchronizing your three brain centers will help you
make holistic decisions to align you to your vision, values and
goals. With GQ, you'll learn to: -Get beyond wounds and egos
to find your Intuitive Wisdom -Speak your truth in order to
improve your relationships -Stop the chattering in your mind
and allow your wisdom to guide you to better decisions -Apply
strategies and tools to create a Gut Intelligent work culture "In
a business world of immediate information flow, fast paced
business decisions, information on anything, anywhere,
anytime with the use of a phone--one tool remains the test of
time--our gut. Susan takes the time to draw the reader back in
touch with this useful tool. Read it for enjoyment, as a text
book, or base your company's principles around and you'll be
sure to grow to love the impact it can have on your personal,
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business and cultural relationships." -Gary P. Randle II,
Principal Lynch & Associates, LLC Susan K. Wehrley is a
nationally recognized business coach and consultant for over
25 years, has helped thousands of corporations, executives,
entrepreneurs and individuals learn how to increase their Gut
Intelligence by teaching them the same practice skills you will
learn in this book. At the highest level of Gut Intelligence, you
will learn how to tap into your wisdom to know the truth &
have the guts to do something about it!
Reveals the authors secrets of four decades of successful
investing in all types of real estate. How to get valuable
property for no money down. How to easily double the value
of a selected property using the Sleeper Principle; increase
the value of property dramatically by changing the way a
property is used, nothing else, just a change in it's use;
reveals the Property Impact Planning System to show easily if
the property will make a profit before you buy; shows how to
get tenants to work for free, even get them to pay you for
doing the upgrading; Shows how to collect all of the rent all of
the time. The book includes all of the forms and documents
the author has used for his own successful program. Tells
how he literally turned a house to gold.
Guts and Glory: The Making of the American Military Image in
Film is the definitive study of the symbiotic relationship
between the film industry and the United States armed
services. Since the first edition was published nearly two
decades ago, the nation has experienced several wars, both
on the battlefield and in movie theatres and living rooms at
home. Now, author Lawrence Suid has extensively revised
and expanded his classic history of the mutual exploitation of
the film industry and the military, exploring how Hollywood
has reflected and effected changes in America's image of its
armed services. He offers in-depth looks at such classic films
as Wings, Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo, The Longest Day,
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Patton, Top Gun, An Officer and a Gentleman, and Saving
Private Ryan, as well as the controversial war movies The
Green Berets, M*A*S*H, the Deer Hunter, Apocalypse Now,
Platoon, Full Metal Jacket, and Born on the Fourth of July.
Bipolar Disorder can be beaten naturally. Ken Jensen did it
out of necessity and shares his system with you so that you
may do the same. He uses his life story as proof that he
speaks the truth.
Are you an over 30 year-old Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu practitioner
who is interested in getting involved in competitions but no
idea how to go about it? Competing for the first time can be a
stressful experience if you don't know how to properly
prepare yourself for this new challenge, especially when
competition is not the main priority in your life. The "10 Steps
to Maximize Your Tournament Experience" shared in
Launching Your BJJ Competition Journey After 30 will bring
you clarity and give you a better understanding of how
tournaments work. You'll learn what you should do to prepare
yourself more efficiently to increase the odds of achieving the
outcomes you want, and enjoying your competition journey.

The adage of food as medicine has been a powerful
naturopathic approach to health and healing for over
a century. In our modern world of depleted soil,
environmental toxins, and long "to do" lists, we seem
to have lost sight of eating to nourish our cells. And
with trillions of cells working inside our bodies, in
order to understand our health, we must examine it
from the cellular level. But prevention is a hard sell.
Doctors treat the effects of dis-ease, but what if we
more closely examined the cause? In her first book
Let's Practice Health, author Frances Michaelson
shared her foundational
four pillars for cellular
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health. In Do You Have the Guts to Be Healthy, she
broadens her perspective and approach to healing,
adding two more essential pillars in her practice that
has helped her clients achieve sustainable health.
Do you have the guts to get out of your own way in
order to prevent a health crisis instead of treating
one? Michaelson's mission is simple: to encourage,
motivate, and move you toward the world of
wellness. It's time to get gutsy!"A pioneer in the
fitness industry, Frances opened the first personal
training center in the West Island of Montreal in
2001. In 2008, Frances had "the gut feeling" that
there was more to learn about health and how our
bodies function, which led her to further her
education in the field of Naturopathy. By using these
Six Pillars of Health as a guide, you'll develop a
deeper understanding to gain strength and vitality
naturally as well as align your nutrition, fitness,
dietary habits, and digestive health. Do you have the
guts to get out of your own way in order to prevent a
health crisis instead of treating one? Michaelson's
mission is simple: to encourage, motivate, and move
you toward the world of wellness.
What’s your entrepreneurial profile? Do you have
what it takes to build a great business? In this book,
three prominent business leaders and
entrepreneurs—now venture capitalists and CEO
advisers—share the qualities that surface again and
again in those who successfully achieve their goals.
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The common traits? Heart, smarts, guts, and luck.
After interviewing and researching hundreds of
business-builders across the globe, the authors
found that every one of them—from young founder to
seasoned CEO—holds a combination of these four
attributes. Indeed each of us tends to be biased
toward one of these traits in our decision-making,
and figuring out which trait drives you will lead to
greater self-awareness and likelihood of success in
starting and growing a business. So are you: • Heartdominant, like renowned chef Alice Waters or
Starbucks’s Howard Schultz? • Smarts-dominant,
like Jeff Bezos of Amazon or legendary investor
Warren Buffett? • Guts-dominant, like Nelson
Mandela or Virgin’s Richard Branson? • Or are you
most defined by the luck trait, like Tony Hsieh of
Zappos (and a surprisingly high proportion of other
successful entrepreneurs)? Heart, Smarts, Guts, and
Luck includes the first Entrepreneurial Aptitude Test
(E.A.T), a simple tool to help determine your specific
profile. Though no single archetype for
entrepreneurial success exists, this book will help
you understand which traits to “dial up” or “dial
down” to realize your full potential, and when these
traits are most and least helpful (or even detrimental)
during critical points of a company lifecycle. Not only
will you know how to build a better business faster,
you’ll also take your natural leadership style to the
next level.
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Reading this book will alter the very way in which
readers look in the mirror, and provide them with
more detail than even their doctors can give them
from the fanciest and most expensive tests. Doctors
Ray and Daniels share some little-known miracles of
the body and, specifically, how each face tells a
story of what is happening inside the body. After
reading this book, readers will be able to unlock the
messages their faces are giving them; they will learn
simple, yet effective steps they can take to look and
feel better, sans pills, chemicals, or complicated
recipes. The authors reveal simple, natural practices
for reversing wrinkles, blemishes, greying, and
baldness, and feeling young again.
What if you could meet God? What if He was nothing
at all, as you have been told? What if the mysteries
of the world were revealed to you? Could you stand
to hear the knowledge that might rock your world?
How would it change your life? Would you do things
necessary to get to the real heaven? Although this is
a work of fiction that is also a thriller, it might rock
your world. Nothing has been told accurately what
really is guiding this world and others. Do you have
the guts to find out? See a modern angel banished
from God's closeness. Then see how the angel acts
in human form, trying to get back in God's good
graces. This is not tame or religious in the slightest
bit! There is violence, sex, murder, and terrorism
with epic battles, as you have never seen them! It is
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a rush to read this novel. It is one of the wildest and
most gripping stories of the century!
He led a life of frustration and disappointment. Only
by discovering the causes and permanently
destroying them did happiness and joy come into his
life.
Breaking up with a person is never an easy or fun
thing to do. There is a lot of emotion that is
associated with it and tends to lend itself to a great
amount of stress for a person. Knowing when it is
time to call it quits and how to go about this will be
an important part of the breakup process. Many men
and women are not skilled enough to know the
things that need to be done when going through the
process of a breakup. While it is not always possible
to have your very own love expert there to walk you
through the process. Having articles that you can
refer to will be the next best thing for a person. Often
just the slightest word of encouragement will be all
that a person needs to get them through the tough
times that will lie ahead of them. The Break Up
Guide Can Help From the telling a person that things
are over all the way to the point of the getting over
the breakup there has to be a system that is in place
that will allow them the chance to get through the
tough times and allow them to see that you will get
past the hurt feelings and that you have the power to
be one of the strongest people around. Taking
advice from people that have been there will make
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the entire process seem a lot more doable and will
not allow a person the chance to lose their nerve to
do the hard job of breaking up with a man or woman
as well as give them the strength that they need to
survive the fallout of the breakup. Let The Break Up
Guide Help! Please Visit www.stewartbooklife.com
On the remote Frakes Island, Becca Cantrell decides
to take an innocent, yet illicit, midnight skinnydip in a
millionaire's pool, only to be hauled out by a sexy
hard-muscled man who embodies her innermost
fantasies and who draws her into a world of danger.
World War II is in full swing and America is fighting furiously,
for the first time in history, in two major wars on two foreign
soils when approximately 50 million people will lose their
lives. At age 81, Ronold Ray shares his unique experience
thru basic training, serving in the Pacific Campaign and the
Occupational Forces of Japan. Growing up in the Great
Depression on a farm nestled in the lush, rolling hills of
Central Texas in a family of twelve, it is a story about Ronold,
along with his three best high school buddies who are
restless and eager to join the service! Action-packed, full of
near misses and pranks, Ray's adventures include eccentric
and temperamental characters, unruly animals, a brush with
the FBI, a tea party with Japanese officials, the War Crime
Trials and the utter horrors of war. His life's lessons are
sprinkled with humor even under the direst circumstances as
told in Grenades, Guitars, Guts & Glory! Ray's inspiring story
gives subsequent generations a glimpse of what life was like
then, the sacrifices made by the men and women of this
foregone era, and how the country pulled together at a time,
like no other, to defend the precious freedoms of this great
nation.
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Almost anyone you ask would say that they want to do work
that matters. Yet many people do not feel like they are
actively making a difference in the world. Others may feel a
sense of calling but lack either the courage or the supportive
community to carry it out. But if God created each of us on
purpose, for a purpose, we should be ordering our lives
around that purpose. Jonathan D. Golden, founder of Land of
a Thousand Hills coffee company, has discovered and is
living out his unique calling to promote social, spiritual, and
economic justice while providing a living wage to 2,500
farmers in Rwanda. Now he reveals to readers how to identify
their calling, dispels the myths and misunderstandings we
often have about what constitutes a calling, and challenges
them to pursue that calling with a courage that can surmount
the many obstacles that may lie in their path. He also shows
readers how to cultivate a community of support that will help
them fulfill their calling. For anyone who is dissatisfied with
the work they are doing, just entering the workforce, or
wondering what more is out there, this book reveals how to
embrace the meaningful life they were meant to live.
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of
supermarket tabloid publishing, the Weekly World News has
been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The
online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading
entertainment news site.
Derived from the Arabic word for “lie,” the word “chizbat”
was chosen by members of the Palmah to designate the
particular form of narrative joke exchanged by these volunteer
defenders of Jewish settlements in Israel during the uncertain
years 1941—48.
She had an ass like a heart turned upside down and cut in
half--and that's what we call foreshadowing, friend. Gruesome
and glam, vicious and violent, this collection of the best new
neo-noir fiction will hit you like a biker boot to the skull.
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Unleashed from the net's most hardcore award-winning site,
these down, dirty, and deeply depraved tales don't just cut the
edge . . . they pour gasoline on it and toss it in a meth lab full
of C-4 . . . "Just because I killed my best friend with my bare
hands doesn't make me all that bad. . . Christ, I loved the guy
like a brother." Throw down a shot with the last word in
badass--a scheming stripper playing one fool too far; the ragehaunted lesbian who's the last word in nightmare revenge; a
mercenary sheriff doomed by ruthless payback; avenging
street angels unleashing holy hell --and just try and stagger
away intact. . . "This country's got a motto. It's pura vida, and
it means when life gets you down, put your feet up, sister. But
I lift my legs for no man." So settle back with your favorite rotgut, keep your brass knuckles handy, and hang where the
odds are never good, darkness is a permanent state of mind,
and the house always takes all . . . Blood, Guts, And Whiskey
"Lean, mean stories. . .today's brightest writers provide some
of the darkest tales you've ever read." –Max Allan Collins Big
Daddy Thug/Todd Robinson's writing has appeared in Plots
With Guns, Danger City, Demolition, Out Of The Gutter, Pulp
Pusher, Crimespree and Writers Digest's The Year's Best
Writing 2003. He was nominated for a 2006 Derringer Award
from the Short Mystery Fiction Society, and is the creator and
chief editor of Thuglit.com. The stories he's edited for
Thuglit.com have been nominated for several awards,
including The Derringer and The Million Writer's Award, and
been have been selected for The Best American Mystery
Stories and Best Noir 2006. He lives and works in New York
with his wife (Lady Detroit), a ferret named Matilda, and three
freakin' cats.
The bestselling author of My Orange Duffel Bag helps
readers “overcome obstacles, set a big vision, and define a
life of purpose greater than self” (Michael K. Simpson, author
of Unlocking Potential). Sam Bracken’s backstory would
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make Dr. Phil turn tail and run. During his childhood, he
suffered years of abuse and was even set on fire by a
relative. What didn’t kill Bracken made him stronger. And he
is now on a mission to bring self-empowerment to others—to
realize a life of grit and grace. This book is about achieving a
purpose-driven life. You’ll have to push past failure again and
again. And it is also about beating the odds no matter how
high they are stacked against you. To be a true leader, you
have to start with yourself. In Sam Bracken’s GUTS, you will
learn about: Mental strengthResisting feelings of low self
esteemSelf-empowermentBuilding self confidenceLiving a life
of passionAnd, most importantly, what it takes to have grit
and grace “Sam Bracken had no advantages, but went from
being a hopeless street kid to a champion college football
player. In this insightful book, he illustrates how success in life
is less about talent, wealth, or good luck, and more about
GUTs. And having GUTs is a choice anyone can make!”
—Sean Covey, author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
Teens
Tells the true stories of twelve otherwise ordinary people who
have made or lost at least $1 million trading stocks.
there is a person who is all powerful but no one know this
person yet everyone says her name every time and every day
do you know her? this person is called "fate" who is most kind
and cruel with many different personalities and many names
like lady fate, lady luck, fortuna, maha maya,...etc.there is
one sentence to describe this person's power "no matter if
you are THE GOD or THE DEVIL, one can never cross fate
unless she gave you the way". what if a person propose his
love to fate? "oh! you love me, so what, what qualification do
you have, but since you have the guts to propose to me then
prove me your worth". "conquer all the worlds under me and
find all the pieces of me in the world and conquer them from
level zero without your current power to finally reach this fate
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realm then we can see your worth". this started the journey of
the conqueror to conquer the world and fate where there are
many adventures in many realms, forming a huge harem,
refining pills, weapons crafting, charm making, formation
building, monster taming, and many and unknown things with
a marvelous game system that shake's the world. THIS
NOVEL IS MY FIRST NOVEL since English is not my mother
tongue grammar will be a little off but as the story goes on the
grammar will improve as well this is proved through the
comments of my successful publishing through other
platforms thank you readers
This is a scathing critique of contemporary spirituality by one
of its most unusual figures. In a world in which spiritual
techniques, teachers, concepts, and organisations are legion,
U G Krishnamurti stands nearly alone in his rejection of it all:
the natural state is a causal: it just happens. The author does
not equate the natural state with enlightenment, which he
describes as an illusion created by our culture. He states
emphatically that one can do nothing to attain the natural
state.
Are you suffering from anxiety or depression? Do you feel
that your body is weaker than ever before? Are you having a
problem with your gut? Well, if you say YES, read this book.
In this book, the author shows how the most recent data on
lifestyle changes and the widespread use of antibiotics have
made our guts more vulnerable than ever before. Luckily
almost any ailment can be healed. We are looking to get
away from coating the symptoms and going hard on the root
cause; the gut. Within this Book you'll find: -The Gut mind link
- How to diet for Gut success -Required lifestyle changes to
Win! -Proper tools for true Gut healing
This book reveals the three most important capabilities
leaders must demonstrate today: the ability to set strategy,
empathize with others, and take risks—all at the same time. In
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Head, Heart, and Guts, leadership experts David Dotlich,
Peter Cairo, and Stephen Rhinesmith—who teach and coach
CEOs and executive teams throughout the world—argue that
to be successful in a complex, matrixed, fast-moving world,
“whole” leaders must set strategy, develop trusting
relationships with others, and consistently do the right thing
based on personal values. “Partial” leaders, often the
product of traditional executive programs, may be successful
in the shortrun, but their companies lose over time. Filled with
case studies of companies such as Bank of America,
Johnson & Johnson, Novartis, and UBS, Head, Heart, and
Guts, lays out specific steps and actions for leaders who want
to grow beyond their “leadership comfort zone” and an action
plan for companies that want to move beyond tried-and-true
leadership development in order to develop “whole” leaders
throughout their leadership pipeline.
This is a blank, lined writing journal that you can use for fun
and to relax or calm yourself down from work, school or
challenging situations. This writing journal is the perfect gag
gift for you, your friends and family, and everyone you know.
Through the use of this notebook journal and diary, you will
discover that a stress free life, fun, joy, peace of mind,
personal humor and fun are at your fingertips. You don't need
hours of counseling or meditation to achieve lasting joy and
positive thoughts, vibes and emotions. You can actually
generate any emotion you wish for anytime by simply
engaging with yourself. This blank, lined journal makes a
perfect funny gift for friends and family, male or female. Other
features of this notebook include: -110 pages-8.5 x 11 inches
in size -White interior paper -Smooth glossy-finished cover
This diary is a convenient and perfect size to carry anywhere
for writing, journaling and note taking. If you would like an
unlined journal, please take a look at our other products for
great gift ideas
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If you were given the opportunity to step out of your comfort
zone and act, would you? Do you have the courage to grab
the one you want most? In these stories you will read about
women who take a chance and risk it all for the sex they so
desperately crave. Five women - five stories - 5 gratifying
moments. Indulge in these five erotic novellas that are
steaming hot and emotionally satisfying. Each novella is a
standalone and they can be read in any order. Irresistible
Indulgence - In the deep dark recesses of our minds we all
have a fantasy. What if one night that fantasy presented
itself? Would you shy away? Or reach out and grab it with
both hands?Irresistible Revenge - Anger, betrayal, and
disappointment can be devastating and it can also lead to a
need for REVENGE. What would you do if you found out your
husband had been having an affair? In this short novella,
you'll discover one scenario that will leave you hot and
breathless, shocked and aroused. A shattering phone call. A
trip to the supermarket. An impromptu romp with a sexy
stranger. Irresistible Revenge is just one way to deal with
ridding yourself of the past and beginning a new chapter in
your life.Irresistible Desire - Have you ever wanting
something so badly but didn't have the guts to reach out and
take it? Irresistible Desire will have you breathing heavily as
the heroine does exactly that. A mouse no longer, she takes
a risk and claims all that she wants. Her desire is most
definitely fulfilled.Irresistible Attraction - It's my 15th year high
school reunion. I'm so nervous about what to wear. Will he be
there? Would you have the guts to go after the guy that you
were too shy to ask out in high school? It's been fifteen years
and there he is... standing right in front of you... smiling...
handing you a drink. It's now or never.Irresistible Passion When sex takes a backseat to all the other priorities like kids,
work, house remodeling, etc., what do you do to get out of the
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rut? Try to spice up the bedroom with kinky ideas from a
popular romance novel, that's what! And what could possibly
go wrong?

For too long we have used products that simple
mask the problem - pain killers for pain with no
attention to why the pain ; antibiotics with little
attention to enhancing the immune system, or
antidepressants without considering the view that the
body is not healthy, and that depression is a
representation of that feeling. Have You Got The
Guts points out the many health myths that we have
been led to believe are good for us, when in truth
they are detrimental. Don spent over 10 years
travelling the world and worked in many clinics all
over the world in his quest for his own health. The
end result is a belief that there are no conditions that
cannot be improved; many that supposedly have no
cure are just a matter of dehydration combined with
malnutrition. So do you feel you have the guts to be
really healthy? Listen to Don's approach to health
and see how easy it would be to be one or two rungs
higher on your health scale.
The first English translations of the surreal and
violent work of one of Francophone Africa's most
accomplished living playwrights
What is the Illusionary world, Mystery World and
Practical world? From this book, readers will
understand why their lives have become so messed
up, and how they can live and do their work without
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hurting their own emotions and others’ emotions.
This will help them in their everyday lives, and in
every relationship. They will also be able to
differentiate between Illusion, Mystery and Practical
world and how they can live better in all of them. To
explain this, I have chosen “Adam and Eve” as they
were the first human beings of the world. This book
will be helpful to everyone, regardless of religion,
caste, age or gender • This book also explains how
the world began, how it became like the present and
what the reasons behind it are, how you can change
your world, and live a better life in the present world
in all aspects. • Buddhas love us with overflowing
love. Do you know why we killed them? • There is no
other option now, to save every individual without
following the Buddha’s suggestions. • Meditation is
the only way to live happily, there is no other way.
The first principle of the Agile Manifesto is about
"valuable software". Value is subjective; it's the
perceived benefit we get from something. Imagine
you are working for an IT department in a large
organization. You want to deliver valuable software
with iterative delivery. There might be dozens of
stakeholders with dozens of definition of value. How
do you ensure you are both "building the right thing"
and "building the thing right"? Suppose you are
increasing your productivity, you might be building
the wrong product faster. This book describes how a
large organization uses techniques to focus on the
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right product and to deeply anchor the idea that less
output can deliver more outcomes.
Jaswin Jassi says that no one connects better with
the common man than a commoner. By writing his
life story, he has not only dared to substantiate his
interesting claim but has also hoped to inspire
narrative of lives less ordinary. The "ordinary" people
of South Asia and especially those with Punjabi
backgrounds would find echoes of their lives in this
life story. The honesty with which Jassi effortlessly
pens down the contradictions of everyday life is
admirable. How often do we find that someone
describes himself as a God fearing person and a
devoted husband and simultaneously relishes his
numerous extra-marital exploits? This book also
gives a rare peep into the world of audio-visual
media controlled by the central government in India
before the era of liberalisation. The social historian
would find interesting materials in this self- narrative
for mapping a story of upward mobility of Punjabi
middle classes in post-independent India's capital.
Dr. Pritam Singh Director Postgraduate Programme
International Management and International
Relations Oxford Brookes University, Oxford (UK)
A Navy SEAL veteran’s battle-tested guide for
developing resilience, overcoming obstacles, and
living life to its fullest What does it take to set a goal
or have a dream, and then actually achieve it? What
does it take to turn fear and stress into foresight,
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motivation, and action? It takes GUTS. No one
knows this better than decorated Navy SEAL veteran
Brian “Iron Ed” Hiner. During more than 20 years of
service, Hiner witnessed the paralyzing power of fear
firsthand—not just on the battlefield but in every
aspect of our lives. He also learned that it’s possible
to overcome those fears and turn negative self-doubt
into positive accomplishments. Even more, he knows
that anyone can do it—if you have GUTS. GUTS—
Greatness Under Tremendous Stress—is more than a
motivation guide. It’s a complete life-changing
program full of powerful, transformational strategies
straight from the Navy SEAL playbook. It’s like a
personal boot camp for retraining the brain, breaking
bad habits and thought patterns, taking risks and
turning apathy into action. Whether it’s starting a
business or changing careers, leading a team or
getting fit, this book supplies all the basic training
you need to change your relationship with fear, thrive
in adversity, develop resilience, and accomplish your
greatest goals. It doesn’t take a miracle—it takes
GUTS.
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